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, , . THE WINNING EDGE
fr"' l}o core of unprecedented success on the business that located the urgency of promoting entrepreneurship
1 front is the spirit of achievemer.t, motivation in rural areas and he decided to take up the task in

, in an individual and proper guidance and such difficult sectors laden with lack of support system,
training by a trained and committed Entrepreneur infrastcuctural constraints, limited market, investment
Trainer-Motivator (ETM). An ETM plays an capacity and other resources. He- has trained around
important role in .training, counselling, assisting and 695 potential entrepreneurs, out of which 37~ h••ve
motivating potential and exis:ing entrepreneurs carve already set up their enterprises, Mr. Vasa claims with
their success realm s, T" recognise the significant pride that even with his placement in Kutch district, an
contribution of-Entrepreneur Trainer- Motivator to the area in which it became all the more challenging for

Dr. V. G. Patel cause of entrepreneurship development, the EDI him to carry on with his activities, the success rate
instituted the 'Entrepreneur Trainer- Motivator' award achieved is 54.39%. It was his ardent zeal that ensured
at a national level, with effect from 1991. The awards his complete involvement and there was nothingthat
are presented to the two best ETMs on the basis of could deter him from his path. As an ETM for last
their performance in non-Science and Technology (non- 16 years, he has discharged his duties as not just a
S&n EDPs since the Department of Science and trainer-motivator, but also as a counsellor, administcalor,
Technology, GOVI. of India, already has an award project formulator, etc. lie has delivered several impact
exclusively for ETMs conducting S&T based EDPs. making lectures fur potential entrepreneurs.educating
The awards comprise Rs.2I,OOO cash and a citation them on subjects like planning of an SSI unit,
for the first place, and Rs.15,OOO cash plus a citation opportunity guidance, market survey, project report
for the second place. preparation, break even analysis, etc.

The ED! award for the Best Entrepreneur Trainer- Admittedly, Mr. Suresh
Motivator is given every two years. The competition is P Ganatra deserves our
open to all the trainers who are regular employees of appreciation for the services
ED institutions and have conducted atleast 5 non- rendered by him. He is the co-
S&T EDPs. The parameters' that fonn the basis of winner of the 2nd prize for
judgement are success rate, consistency in the Best Trainer-Motivator.
performance, target group trained, locations of EDPs Mr. Ganatra is the Director of
conducted, long term commitment to profession, Saurasbtra Economic
educational qualifications, professional qualification Development- Centre,
related to EDPs and competency as a Trainer-Motivator Junagadh, Gujarat. With an
as reflected in the wlite up by the .concerned candidate. Mr. S.ruh P. Ganatra experience of 18 years, Mr .
·The inf~nnation supplied by the nominee 'is further Co-wisner of ,he Ganatra has trained. 835
supple.uented I;>y the opixion of the referees and the Second "ward potent!Len~£!:!:n~urs_ in' .;

itn·.1 decision is1llKen alter me inTerv,ew of Ihe nc5iiiinec . '\ Ps conducted by him.
by the Awaro-·Cp'Jlfn1l.t~ .. F.,or .rhe awards ",.be.' 'With' =i"T9 tr.inee;" .,j' - ~e iijYliiC/r
presented this year, the Award Committee Ioas selected enterprises, the s~!,cess rate stands at 5Of.J.:ll.,'I>.Ile!bis
three ED professionals. conducted 12 EDPs on urban and semi-urban areas;

The first winner of this 9 in rural and 4 in tribal areas. Eq.t.pped with just the
. prestigious award is Mr. right practical and academic knowledge, Mr. Ganatra
Hasmukh Modi, Deputy has not just imparted training on various subjects of
Project Leader, Centre for EDP, but also has several papers, and publications,
E n t r e pre n e u r S h i r titled 'Path Darshak' Part-I and II to his credit.
Development, Gujarat. He.is THE SIDBI AWARD
presently posted at their
Ahmedabad office. Mr. :vtodi North-East, a region that remains unrecognised to
has conducted 25 EDPs with some' extent ... but the fact is that with a little change
different groups at various of attitude, and motivation in people, its elusive
locations, i.e. I in urban, 3 in potential can be .easily targeted. All that the region

needs is someone who can enhance, to some eslMt,.
semi-urban, 19 in rural and 2 its latent glory, motivate the people, boost their morale
in tribal areas, in his career and sensitise the environment. .
of 15 years 'IS an ETM. He The ETMs however, playa significant role in

has trained and developed 544 entrepreneurs and as such areas, like that of a development officer, techno-
a mark of achievement, out of these, 336 have already economic researcher, administrator, counsellor,
started their industrial ventures, which means a technical advisor, etc. Considering the multi-
remarkable success rate of 61.76%. Recognising his dimensional role of an ETM in this area, there is
good efforts, CEO, Gujarat, had selected him as the definitely the need to recognise their laudable efforts in
"Best Trainer' for three consecutive financial years, i.e, order to encourage them and to attract good talent to
1993-94, 1994-95 & 1995-96. Mr. Modi's forte lies this profession in NER for entrepreneurship training
in delivering impact making lectures un various subjects and development
of EDP like, planning a SSI unit, industrial scope and To realise this, Small Industries Development
opportunity, project reports, financial management, Bank of India (SlOB I) announced an Award for the
communication, etc. Besides, he keeps himself updated 'Best Entrepreneur Trainer-Motivator' working in ~
with the latest in industrial pelicics at the state and rather difficult North-East Region, and also a special
central government level, various government award for the ED institution whose trainer wins the
resolutions. various schemes, product information. etc. prize for two consecutive terms. The. "Best
Training potential entrepreneurs, helping them with legal Entrepreneur Trainer-Motivator' award compnses Rs.
formalities and procedures, assisting them in making 21000 cash prize and a citation. .
project reports, etc. has become a way IOflife wi~h Mr. Mr. Jiten Ch. Kalita has been selected for this
Hasmukh Modi. He has also been successful 10 onenung prestigious award, this year.

Working as a Research
the rural entrepreneurs towards industrial activities. Associate at the Indian

The first. co-winner of the secund .prize is Mr. Institute of
Hiten Babulal Vasa, who is Entrepreneurship, Guwahati,
also working as Deputy Project Mr. Kalita has an experience
Leader at Centre for of 9 y:ars to his credit and
E n t r e pre n e u r s hip has been a trainee of the
Development, Gujarat. He is 'Trainers' Training
preser.tly posted at Kutch Programme' of ED!. Mr.
Regional office. To his credit Kalita has conducted 12 full-
goes successful completion of fledged EDPs and a number
28 EDPs of which 20 were of short programmes. Out of
conducted in rural centres and· 314 trainees that he has
8 in semi-uroan centres. It trained, it is heartening to learn that 104 have already
was Mr. Vasa's sharp vision (P.T.O. Page 4)

The Birth of "CREED"
Though entrepreneurship development

programmes are about three decades old in our country,
research in the area is still in a state of infancy. As a
national resource institution, EDI is expected to
enhance the boundaries of knowledge in this crucial
area.

Initially the Institute's activity focus remained
primarily on entrepreneurship training, given the rapid
growth of EDPs and the need to support training
institutions. In the last few years, .conscious efforts have
been made to encourage research within the Institute
and hold national seminars on research issues. Every
year, between Rs. 5 to 10 lakhs are provided from,pur
own/resources to encourage researcl •..
. .EDI will now give an organised and identifiable

, thrust '",vithin the Institute by setting up a Centre for
Research in. Entrepreneurship Education and

. Development (CREE;I~) for w,hich a regular fund will
; b. £ut~ide t« wrring studies b} our own faculty,
'.joiit researriL .o~rsc!\Qkl!1.!!!!{i ins.ti!.utiQT!l.tWl.
. in selected case.!;~sponsoring research. Initially funds
. ivlrHiJme from dwtiisfflutebiirwitli tnrredsedresmrct:
activites under CREED, attempts to create sponsored
research, endowment funds etc. would gel a boost.

In the first year (1997-98) Rs. 10 lacshave been
put aside for CREED. Every' year a minimum of Rs. 5
lacs or /0 per cent of the cash surplus (whichever is
higher) will be provided for the purpose.

Some of the broad areas identified to initiate
research are : entrepreneurship in education,
innovations in training techniques, perception of youth
for entrepreneurship career, macro industrial policies,
gender and enterprise development. constraints to
growth among SMEs, industrial clusters, rural
entrepreneurship and innovative credit delivery systems.

One of the major objectives of the Centre is to
catalyse the process of building network of researchers
and institutions in the sphere of entrepreneurship. 'The
Journal of Entrepreneurship', a reputed academic
publication of the Centre has established its credibility
and identity among scholars in India and abroad as a
unique forum to disseminate valuable research findings
_ both theoretical and empirical - to the academic
fraternity at large.

Further, -th« Centre, through its short term
Research Fellowships programme every year, will
encourage young researchers to make use of the
intellectual and other resoures at the centre in their
pursuit. to extend tile frontiers of knowledge Ion
entrepreneurship.

The birth of CREED symbolises importance of
undertaking and supporting research in
entrepreneurship. I hope the opportunities offered by
the funds, the fellowships and the Journal will motivate
entrepreneurship trainers and teachers to document,
evaluate and analyse their experiences:' encourage
scholars to explore new areas and extend boundaries
of knowledge; and auract and facilitate post graduates
for their doctoral worlc in this still fairly unexplored
area of entrepreneurship development.

We inv~. _

Mr. Hit~n Babu.1aI V4JQ
Co-Winn.uo/w
&cond ~ward

Mr. Hwmukh Modi
Th~First .•.ward WiNttr

Infer-Re~on:lICeeee for Entrepreneurship and lnvest~nt. Training
recognised by .

United Nauoes Industrial Development OrJ:Mis3lion (UNIOO)



INTRAPRENEURS
n view of the fact that

I·Inrrapreneurs are
nstrumental in the

creation of an entrepreneurial
environmentwithin the system,
th. fnstitute organised an
'fntrapreneurship Development
Programme', for the officials
of Jammu & Kashmir, in two
phases. The immediate
objective of the programme was
to widen the vision of these
officials so as to help them
perceive growth opportunities in
their areas of operation: In
retrospect, since Jammu &
Kashmir is a state that
particularly needs ;>roper
channelisation of resources,
some effective agents of
change, i.e. the intrapreneurs,
become a pre-requisite for
effecti ve growth. The first
phase of the 'Intrapreneurship
Development Programme'. was
conducted at EDI campus during
June II - 20, 1997, whereas the
second phase will be organised
in Sri nagar in the month of
September, 1997. The
programme was followed by the
visit of a high level delegation
headed by Mr.Sailova,
Additional Chief Secretary,
Govt. of Jammu & Kashmir, to
ED! in the month of February,
1997. The delegation expressed
the desire to hold some
developmental activities for
government officials and the
local youth. -'Inimprcneurship
Developmenl Progra,,:,ollfs'
were proposed to be orga;\tseJ
for government officials and
was duly approved by the
Directorate of Industries and
Commerce, Jammu &

EARNING SUCCESS FOR J & K

Twn (If ,lie /N'f"I,t';tH.ltW' of /lIe ·//j/rtll'relleur ship Dert'lopmt'llt
Prugrumme' durinl( the role - pluy exercise.

Kashmir. Hence the
programme was immediately
implemented and was
specifically designed for
senior level industry
promotion officials, key
functionaries of slate level
financial corporations and
general managers of various
DICs of J&K. 15 officials
who participated in the
programme comprised decision
making officials of the state,
like Managers, General
Managers and Joint Directors
(Industries).

That an indispensable factor
in the success of an organisation
is the vision and the capabilities
of its key level functionaries, is
applicable in more or less every
case irrespective ot the system
- bureaucratic or business -
oriented. It is 'often seen that'
even if the key level
functionaries are able to
recognise the resources, they are
not able to put them to proper

use. To accelerate the pace of
growth in an organisation, it is
important that its key people,
often the policy-makers,
decision makers, planners and
plan - executors, think and
act beyond their perceived role
boundaries.

In the case of Jammu &
Kashmir it has been observed
that prolonged militancy has
proved to be a major hindrance
in exploring the vast potential of
the state. Now that the state has
entered an era of peace and
prosperi ty, the focus is more on
the developmental aspects of
the state, particularly the
economic development. A
significant way to achieve this,
is to inculcate the spirit of

- ';'IlCIIH j))c; ill lite ;"cy ie vc i

government officials, i.e. make
them . intrapreneurial'. This
process of intrapreneurship
will involve speeding up of
innovation within the system
by making better use of

available latent entrepreneurial
talent, keeping all the available
resources at the base. Besides,
the experiences of the
developed nations stand as a
testimony to the fact that
intrapreneurs in a system have
led to overall growth.

EDI, therefore, ventured
into this area by organising this
unique programme on
"Intrapreneurship Development'
for the officials of J&K. It has
already organised such
programmes for executives of
small and medium level
industries, in the past.

The methodology of the
programme comprised a
combination of various
simulation exercises, self
assessment through
psychological tests and
questionnaire, group
discussions, case study,
practicum and presentations,
institutional visits, audio-visual
aids and interaction with
entrepreneurs and professionals.
Besides, the participants were
asked to make their
intrapreneurial plans, which
they later presented. The
presentations w.ere good and the
plans which had been prepared
by the participants will be
followed up for implementation.
Most of these plans are related
with identifying new project
ideas on preparing project
profiles, preparing a data base
on various resources, improving
the services and thus helping
the entrepreneur.

The participants regarded'
the programme to be highly
successful in achieving its

objectives and admitted that they
had got so involved in the
various activities of the
programme that even Sundays
were no reason for them to stay
away from work. They felt that
more such programmes should
be conducted to accelerate the
pace of industrial growth in
Jammu and Kashmir. According
to one of the participants,
Mrs.Darshana Nayyar, 'this
training programme will
definitely help us in developing
industrial culture and
motivating entrepreneurship in
the state of J&K. The
programme has helped us
convert ideas into reality, besides
equipping us with
entrepreneurial skill that will
help us in carrying out our work
effectively:

The valedictory function
held on 20th June 1997, was
presided over by Dr.V.G.Patel,
the Vice-President & Director
of ED!. He mentioned that the
state of Jammu & Kashmir has
vast potential and it must be
industrially developed. He
shared with the participants the
information on other projects that
the institute is organising in
Jammu & Kashmir and how all
these projects will be beneficial
in industrialising the state.
Dr.Patel completed his
valedictorr address hy

_cumplimentitp the PJrlh.:~~_nts
on the cttorts put 10 h) (111.·111 111

preparing intraprcncurrul plans
and expected that they would
effectively be implementing them
in the state. This programme was
conducted by Dr.Sunil Shukla,
Faculty Member, ED!.

Ip;!~~~~;m~~~I~~U~~~~~,,!~:~~~~~~~.~~~"" the

"",,:: Entrepreneurship it was felt important to The second phase of the development. In this phase the In the third phase of the
Development programmes for channelise the vast resources programme which was held in potential entrepreneurs worked programme which was again held
the youth of J&K and its of J&K in the right direction, a EDI campus, sought to give them on their proposed projects to in Jammu and Kashmir, the ED!
approval by the Directorate of state which is now technical 'raining, besides acquire an insight into the faculty members, visited the state
Industries and Commerce, concentrating on its overall to help these young people tackle
Govt. of J&K, Entreprene- development. the problems one comes across
urship Development Institute The disturbances in the
of India, immediately state have led to the breakdown in setting up a business. In this
implemented the first of these of industrial infrastructure and phase they were taught how to
for J&K youth, besides the 3 jeopardised the avenues of manage small units.
other proposed to be organised. employment and income The EDI will also provide
The programme commenced on generation for the local' youth. long term follow-up support to
June 16th 1997 and concluded Hence one of the major tasks help them accomplish the desired
on August 9th 1997. It had been before the government is to results. It can be well derived
divided into 3 phases, besides orient the local youth's energies that this EDP for J&K aimed at
the long term follow-up support, towards productive assets. helping these youngsters take
and aimed at training and The first phase of the cognizance of the latest trends
motivating them to start up their programme was held in Jammu in business, giving them wide
own enterprises. 20 young boys itself. In this phase, the selected knowledge on various aspects
were selected out of a total of youths were given indepth know- of setting up and managing an
400, for training in the first how on the support system and enterprise, so that they set up
batch. The selection process the projects suitable for the state their enterprise and significantly
adopted a 3-tier system under of Jammu & Kashmir. They contribute to the improvement of
which the applications were first were also trained ir Business the economy.
invited, and after the screening Opportunity Identificaiion and The programme received
'of the applications, a written Selection, especially with
test was conducted. The encouraging response withregards to the opportunities . . ~
shortlisted candidates were then available in the state uf J&K. parucipants eeling confident,
interviewed for the final After a week's classroor i equipped and determined to
selection. training giving an insight into refurbish the state of J&K. This

Realising that the various aspects of conducting a programme was conducted by
progress achieved in the field market survey, the potential Mr. S. B. Saree n, Faculty
of industrialisation is the entrepreneurs conducted a Member, EDI.
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equipping the participants with
the right skills and motivation
to help them accomplish success.

In addition, self
assessment through specifically
designed psychological tests
and instruments gave the
participants an insight into their
own personality, enabling them
to identify their strengths and
weaknesses.

The participants expressed
that the programme was
highly beneficial and had given
a direction to their life .

The valedictory function of
the Camp was organised on 29th
May, 1997 and the chief guest
for the occasion was Mr.
C.K.Koshy, Additional Chief
Secretary. Industries and Mines
Department, Govt. of Gujarat
and also the EDI Governing
Body member. .

Dr. V.G.ratel. Vice-

about several career options in
front of them.

He felt that the children of
today have several opportunities
infront of them and they should
work towards shapi ng their
destiny.

Mr. Koshy also emphasised
on the fact that an entrepreneur
should have a well-rounded
personality and endorsed what
Dr. Patel had mentioned, that
in search of excellence, one
should not forget hislher basic
human values. He urged the
children to create 'islands of
excellence' as well as reminded
them that their roots go deep in
the Indian culture' and their exists
an Indian way of doing things.
Mr.Koshy ended with a verse of
Rudyard Kipling, which
incorporated all the advice an
elder has to give to one who is
embarking on the journey of life.

Dr. Sunil Shukla. the

Eleven days of excitement,
JOY, rnouvauon and
knowledge unravelled a

whole new world of
opportunities for vivacious
youngsters who carried with
them a million dreams in their
eyes.

These 33 young people
were at ED!, for the Summer
Camp for Youth organised
during· 19th to 29th May 1997.
The camp was open for students
of Higher Secondary Schools and

. Colleges, from various
disciplines. With the broad
objectives of enabling and
motivating the students to realise,
their latent potential, developing
their capabi Iities to meet the
challenges ahead, fostering
entrepreneurial traits in them,
establishing a forum of the
participants for fruitful
interactions and providing them
an opportunity to interact
extensively with well known
entrepreneurs and achievers, the
camp aimed at sharpening the
strengths of these students to
help them reach the heights of
success.

In order to perfectly
groom the youth, the summer
camp also focussed on bringing
together potential achievers
from various parts of the
country, in a forum, to offer the
children an opportunity to
develop their concern for
enterprise and achievemenl.

Mr. Kiran More. Indian Test Wid:1!1Keener. tuJdu,ui1lR the participants of ,he
'Summer Camp far Youth', Siui"R (III his right ;,f Dr. SUllii Shukla. the Cwnp

Leader and 01/ the extreme left is Pmf. B. B. Siddiqui.

The. inputs were accordingly Ahmedabad, Dr. V.G.»atel,
:lesigned, which included Vice-President and Director,
motivation development EDI, Mr. Ganesh Nayak,
exercises, creativity and President, Cadila Healthcare
leadership exercises, interaction Ltd., Mr. Manuj Somani,
with successful achievers, Managing Director, Gopeta
personal counselling, visits to Polyplast Ltd. and Mr. Makrand
reputed institutes, role plays Shukla, former child artiste,
and simulation exercises. Gujarati and Hindi films. spelt

Starting the day with multi- uut for the participants what
regional, multi-lingual prayer, achievement in its real sense is
each participant resolved to and filled them all up with an
draw important lessons from urge to prove themselves in life.
various sessions of the camp. Besides, motivation
Meetings with achievers like Mi. development exercises aimed at
Kiran More, former Indian Test egging on the drive to excel and
Wicket Keeper, Mr. Krishnakant developing entrepreneurial traits
Jha, Editor, Ganahinagar in children. This coupled with
Samachar, Mr. Keshav Verma, exposure to potential
Municipal Commissioner, opportunities existing in President & Director, EDI, in

~======================================il his address, encouraged the
children to take lip challenges
and achieve success in every
walk of life. He also advised
them nOI to forget the basic
human values in their search for
excellence.

Mr. Koshy appreciated the
efforts of the ED! for having
organised such a camp for
children ami youth which not just
helped them realise their
latent entrepreneurial potential
hut also enlightened them

The participants of tM 'Summer Camp for Children' organised during 5 to' 10
May. /997. engrossed in Tower Building exercise. This exercise aims at raising

aspiration level in children.

Camp Leader, expressed that
the camp received excellent
feedback and succeeded in its
objective' of fostering
e~eneurial traits amongst

. youtll.;'liesides enabling them to
realise their hidden talents and
develop their capabilities to face
the challenges ahead.

All the children felt content
and happy on the last day of
the camp and realised that EDI
haJ given them some useful tools
which would help them
immensely in their lives.

ENVISIONING A RETTER TOMORROW
structur'c/ curriculum/
procedures, etc.

TIle teachers suggested that
in order to inculcate
entrepreneurial spirit amongst
youth at an appropriate time,
teachers' training programmes
as well as refresher courses
should be regularly organised
to update the teachers with the
latest and help them teach the
subject effectively.

Besides, the intellectuals
also opined that the text books
developed by ED! in Gujarati,
for the Gujarat Text Book
Board, for I I th and 12th
standards, should be updated in
view of latest developments, as
they were written around 8 to 9
years back. The teachers also
emphasised on the fact that
successful entrepreneurs should
be regularly invited in the
schools, to share their
experiences and field visits
should be organised for the
students of vocational stream,
to bring them face to face with
the methodologies of industrial
working. In order to increase
the reach value it was also
recommended that all the
entrepreneurship related
literature should be developed
in Gujarati as well.

The principals endorsed
the teachers' views that field
visits should be organised to
small scale industrial units to
«pose the students to the actual
working of an industrial unit.
They added that the students
should also be assigned the task
of preparing project report and
that 'on-the-job-training' for
students should. be- , organised
during the slack season so that
the entrepreneurs spare more

ealising the need forRp T 0 V j din g
entrepreneurship related

'.nputs to students undergoing
vocational courses. in order to
equip them with necessary
means to become self-
employed! set up their own
ventures, the Government of
Gujarat introduced the subject
'Entrepreneurship' in' the
curriculum of the vocational
stream.

EDI being a pioneer
institute in the area of
entrepreneurship, the task of
developing text books for the
11th & 12th standards was
assigned to it. With a view to
locating the problems that
prove to be major impediments
in teaching the subject, the
ED\ organised a one-da~ stale
level workshop on.
'Entrepreneurship in Education'.

The workshop was
organised on 4th April 1997,
with the objective of
providing a platform to
principals of the schools
having entrepreneurship in the
vocational stream. teachers
involved in teaching
Entrepreneurship and policy-
makers which included
officers from Education
Department, Govt, of Gujarat,
to deliberate on and discuss the
following:

teaching entrepreneurship
more effectively in schools,
difficulties encountered by
teachers in imparting
necessary knowledge and
information on
. entrepreneurship' and
teaching the subject
systematically.
changes in the existing

time for them. The principals
also acknowledged the benefits
of the workshop and held that
more such workshops should be
organised to discuss
implementation related problems
and to chalk out appropriate
strategy for promoting the
course.

The response from Ihe
Policy Makers was encouraging
and they assured the
participants that a workshop will
be set up where implementation
related problems will be
discussed and that there will
not be difficulties in future
since systematic guidel ines
are now available for
appropriate implementation of
the project.

They also put forth that
the Government of Gujaral,
in association with EDI,
Ahmedabad, is in the process of
planning various kinds of
training programmes for teachers
of Gujarat.

Mr.B K.Sinha,
Commissioner of Education,
Government of Gujarat, in his
valedictory speech admitted that
there are some lacunae in some
prominent areas but he also
added that the standard of IT!
courses is quite good. Besides.
Mr. Sinha expressed that the
Government of Gujarat is
sincerely planning to work out a
few schemes for students, as
well as teachers for effective
and successful implementation
of the vocational courses to
achieve the desired results.

Mr.Sinha also requested
EDI to send the suggestions
made by the teachers ano
principals for due consideration
by the government.



EARNING SUCCESS FOR J & KINTRAPRENEURS ..
"

. :'1n view of the •fact that
,1~lntrapreneurs. are
~HA?nstrumental In the
creation of an entrepreneurial
environment within the system,
the Institute organised an
"lntrapreneurship Development
Programme', for the officials
of Jammu & Kashmir, in two
phases. The immediate
objective of the programme was
to widen the vision of these
officials so as to help them
perceive growth opportunities in
their areas of operation. 10
retrospect, since Jammu &
Kashmir is a state that
particularly needs proper
channelisation of resources,
some effective agents of
change, i.e. the intrapreneurs,
become a pre-requisite for
effective growth. The first
phase of the "Intrapreneurship
Development Programme'. was
conducted at EDI campus during
June II - 20, 1997, whereas the
second phase will be organised
in Sri nagar in the month of
September, 1997. The
programme was followed by the
••isit of a high level delegation
headed by Mr.Sailova,
Additional Chief Secretary,
GoV!. of Jammu & Kashmir, to
EDI in the month of February,
1997. The delegation expressed
the desire to hold some
developmental activities for
government officials and the
local youth. "Intrapreneurshi"
Development Prog:ammi~'
were proposed to be orgitr9i;d
for government officials and
was duly approved by the
Directorate of Industries and

'Commerce, Jammu &

objectives and admitted that they
had got so involved in the
various activities of the
programme that even Sundays
were no reason for them to stay
away from work. They felt that
more such programmes should
be conducted to accelerate the
pace of industrial growth in
Jammu and Kashmir. According
to one of the participants,
Mrs.Darshana Nayyar, 'this
training programme will
definitely help us in developing
industrial culture and
motivating entrepreneurship in
the state of J&K. The
programme has helped us
convert ideas into reality, besides
equipping us with
entrepreneurial skill that will
help us in carrying out our work
effectively:

The valedictory function
held on 20th June 1997, was
presided over by Dr.V.G.Patel,
the Vice-President & Director
of ED\. He mentioned that the
state of Jammu & Kashmir has
vast potential and it must be
industrially developed. He
shared with the participants the
information on other projects that
the institute is organising in
Jammu & Kashmir and how all
these projects will be beneficial
in industrialising the state.
Dr.Patel completed his
valedictorr address by

_cumpliment_ the p.rrucipants
on the c.:rtorts put In h} 1111.:111 111

preparing intrapreneur 1.11,. plans
and expected that they would
effectively be implementing them
in the state. This programme was
conducted by Dr.Sunil Shukla,
Faculty Member, ED!.

available latent entrepreneurial
talent, keeping all the available
resources at the base. Besides,
the experiences of the
developed nations stand as a
testimony to the fact that
intrapreneurs in a system have
led to overall growth.

EDI, therefore, ventured
into this area by organising this
unique programme on
"Intrapreneurship Development'
for the officials of J&K. It has
already organised such
programmes for executives of
small and medium level
industries, in the past.

The methodology of the
programme comprised a
combination of various
simulation exercises, self
assessment through
psychological tests and
questionnaire. group
discussions, case study,
practicum and presentations,
institutional visits, audio-visual
aids and interaction with
entrepreneurs and professionals,
Besides, the participants were
asked to make their
intrapreneurial plans, which
they later presented. The
presentations were good and the
plans which had been prepared
by the participants will be
followed up for implementation.
Most of these plans are related
with identifying new project
ideas on preparing project
protiles, preparing a data base
on various resources, improving
the services and thus helping
the entrepreneur.

The participants regarded .
the programme to be highly
successful in achieving its
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use. To accelerate the pace of
growth in an organisation, it is
important that its key people,
often the policy-makers,
decision makers, planners and
plan - executors, think and
act beyond their perceived role
boundaries.

In the case of Jammu &
Kashmir it has been observed
that prolonged militancy has
proved to be a major hindrance
in exploring the vast potential of
the state. Now that the state has
entered an era of peace and
prosperity, the focus is more 011

the developmental aspects of
the state, particularly the
economic development. A
significant way to achieve this,
is to inculcate the spirit of
';:!llClllli~c ill lite if;;Y Ie ve i
government officials, i.e. make
them . intrapreneurial'. This
process of intrapreneurship
will involve speeding up of
innovation within the system
by making better use of

Kashmir. Hence the
programme Wf\S immediately
implemented and was
specifically designed for
senior level industry
promotion officials, key
functionaries of state level
financial corporations and
general managers of various
DICs of J&K. 15 officials
who participated in the
programme comprised decision
making officials of the state,
like Managers, General
Managers and Joint Directors
(Industries).

That an·indispensable factor
in the success of an organisation
is the vision and the capabilities
of its key level functionaries, is
applicable in more or less every
case irrespcclive 01 thc system
- bureaucratic or bus lOess -
oriented. It is often seen that"
even if the key level
functionaries are able to
recognise the resources, they are
not able to put them to proper

6DYNAMISM' DISTINGUISHES THE YOUTH OF J&K
,iV.."ollowing the proposalr:l for organising
.<.v.:';~·Entrepreneurship_

Development programmes for
the youth of J&K and its
approval by the Directorate of
Industries and Commerce,
Govt. of J&K, Entreprene-
urship Development Institute
of India, immediately
implemented the first of these
for J&K youth, besides the 3
other proposed to be organised.
The programme commenced on
June 16th 1997 and concluded
on August 9th 1997. It had been
divided into 3 phases, besides
the long term follow-up support,
and aimed at training and
motivating them to start up their
own enterprises. 20 young boys
were selected out of a total of
400, for training in the first
batch. The selection process
adopted a 3-tier systein under
which the applications were first
invited, and after the screening
of the applications, a written
test was conducted. The
shortlisted candidates were then
interviewed for the final
selection.

Realising that the
progress achieved in the field
of industrialisation is the

market survey on their
proposed projects.

The second phase of the
programme which was held in
ED! can ipus, sought to give them
technical training, besides

inputs related to management
and complete personality
development. In this phase the
potential entrepreneurs worked
on their proposed projects to
acquire an insight into the

working methodologies of the
unit.

In the third phase of the
programme which was again held
in Jammu and Kashmir, the EDI
faculty members, visited the state
to help these young people tackle
the problems one comes across
in setting up a business. In this
phase they were taught how to
manage small units.

The EDI will also provide
long term follow-up support to
help rhern accomplish the desired
results. It can be well derived
that this EDP for J&K aimed at
helping these youngsters take
cognizance of the latest trends
in business, giving them wide
knowledge on various aspects
of setting up and managing an
enterprise, so that they set up
their enterprise and significantly
contribute to the improvement of
the economy.

The programme received
encouraging response with
participants feeling confident,
equipped and determined to
refurbish the state of J&K. This
programme was conducted by
Mr. S. B. Sareen, Faculty
Member, ED\.

parameter for measuring 'the
development of an economy,
it was felt important to
channelise the vast resources
of J&K in the right direction, a
state which is now
concentrating on its overall
development.

The disturbances in the
state' have led to the breakdown
of industrial infrastructure and
jeopardised the avenues of
employment and income
generation for the local youth.
Hence one of the major tasks
before the government is to
orient the local youth's energies
towards productive assets.

The first phase of the
programme was held in Jammu
itself. In this phase, the selected
youths were given indepth know-
how on the support system and
the projects suitable for the state
of Jammu & Kashmir. They
were also trained in Business
Opportunity ldentificaiion and
Selection, especially with
regards to the opportunities
available in the stat, of J&K.
After a week's classroom
training giving an insight into'
various aspects of conducting a
market survey, the potential
entrepreneurs conducted a


